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1. Introduction 
In this paper we use recursion theory to study the effective content of the 
classical theory of fields. Important prior work in this area may be found in 
[7,9,22,25,26]. The meaning we give to words like to words like "effective" and 
"construction" is the usual recursion theoretic one via Turing machines or some 
other equivalent formulation. The study, wholly within the framework of classical 
mathematics, tries to find the extent to which a classical theorem is "effectively 
true". If a classical proof is not effective we try to find out if there is an effective 
substitute. If this is impossible we wish to provide sharp recursion theoretic 
counterexamples. 
We start with some basic definitions. First, all fields will be of characteristic 0. 
Inseparability phenomena would require separate treatment to do them justice 
(see [25,26]). 
An integral domain (F, +, ) is recursively presented (r. p. )1 if its domain F is a 
recursive set and the predicates +, ", = are recursive. (All countable fields 
encountered concretely in elementary mathematics, such as the rationals or the 
algebraic numbers, come equipped with such a presentation. ) An r. p. field 
(F, +, ") is said to have a splitting algorithm if there is a uniform effective 
procedure which, given any element of F[x], determines whether or not that 
element is irreducible. Such an (F, +, -) is said to have a dependence algorithm if 
there is a uniform effective procedure which, given a finite number of elements of 
F, determines whether or not they are algebraically independent. Properties like 
possession of a splitting algorithm or a dependence algorithm we consider as 
aspects of the effective content of a recursively presented structure (F, +, "). We 
wish to determine whether possession of some such features implies possession of 
other such features; that is, we study the independence of effective features. 
* Supported in part under National Science Foundation Grants MCS 77-04013 and MCS 77-0421. 
' Frolich and Shepherdson [8] use "explicit" instead of "recursively presented" while Rabin [22] 
uses "computable". Our terminology was chosen for uniformity with work which has been (and is 
being) carried out on other structures. 
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We list below several classical results of the Steinitz-Artin period during which 
abstract field theory was developed [1,16,28]; star * will be explained below. 
Steinitz [I]. Every * field has a* algebraic closure. 
Steinitz [II]. Every * algebraically closed field has a* transcendence base. 
Steinitz [III]. Any two * algebraic closures of a* field F differ by a* 
F-automorphism. 
Artin-Schreier [IV]. Any * formally real field can be * ordered. 
Artin-Schreier [V]. Any two * real closures of a* ordered field F differ by a 
F-automorphism. 
VI (Krull). Any * proper Galois extension F' of a* field F has a* 
F-automorphism other than the identity. 
If we remove the "*" completely from these statements, they are the well- 
known classical results. If we remove the "*" completely and restrict attention to 
finite dimensional fields, they are all constructively correct in strict Kroneckerian 
terms [15]. If the * is replaced everywhere by "recursively presented", then I, V 
are true while we show II, III, IV, VI are false. (For I see Rabin [22, p. 354]; for 
V use Artin's proof [1, p. 92]. ) 
Re II (a). There is no uniform way to compute an infinite algebraically indepen- 
dent set from the rational operations of an algebraically closed field of infinite 
transcendence degree. 
(b) Specifically we construct recursively presented algebraically closed fields of 
classically infinite transcendence degree which possess no infinite recursively 
enumerable algebraically independent set (Section 3). Weil [31] emphasized the 
importance of universal domains U that is, algebraically closed fields of transcen- 
dence degree Ido. The Steinitz theory shows that every countable field of a given 
characteristic is contained in any universal domain of that characteristic. For fixed 
characteristic we show that there is no recursively presented field U such that for 
every recursively presented field k, there is a recursive monomorphism on k to U 
(Section 4). 
Re III (a) There is no uniform way to compute a k-isomorphism between two 
algebraic closures of field k from the rational operations of those closures. 
(b) We exhibit recursively presented fields k with two (in fact infinitely many) 
recursively presented algebraic closures, no two of which differ by a recursive 
k-isomorphism. In fact we show that a recursively presented field k has the 
property that any two recursively presented algebraic closures are recursively 
k-isomorphic if and only if k has a splitting algorithm (Section 6). 
Re IV (a) There is no uniform effective method to construct an ordering of a 
formally real field from its rational operations. 
(b) We and also Ersov [7, p. 3511 gave examples of recursively presented 
formally real fields lacking any recursive ordering compatible with the field 
structure. We show that up to recursive homeomorphism the order spaces of 
formally real r. p. fields coincide with the III' classes of sets of integers. The 
Jockusch-Soare theory of II; classes of [12,13] then yields such examples since 
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there are 1T classes without recursive elements; but this also yields a lot of deeper 
results (Section 7). 
Re VI (a). From the rational operations of a field F and of an infinite Galois 
extension G of F there is no uniform way to compute an F-automorphism of G 
other than the identity. 
(b) Specifically we construct recursively presented F, G as above such that the 
only recursive F-automorphism of G is the identity (Section 5). 
Constructivists such as Brouwer [3] or Bishop [2] often classify proofs as 
non-constructive as soon as a topological discontinuity occurs in an appropriate 
topology relating the data given in the hypothesis and the data required in the 
conclusion. All the assertions labelled (a) above can be so interpreted. We think 
of the recursion theoretic work as beginning where these topological observations 
leave off, to yield sharper results of type (b). The main recursion theoretic tool 
used is the Friedberg-Muchnik finite injury priority method; however, the 
methods used here mix with the infinite injury method just as the vector space 
analogue [18] was mixed with the infinite injury method [23]. 
The basic atomic acts of the constructions are those of Kronecker's elimination 
theory [15] in its modern embodiments [4,27,29]. 
We remark that there are at least three equivalent languages in use. One is the 
language of ideals in polynomial domains, essentially Dedekind's version of 
Kronecker. The second is the language of constructable sets of Weil [31] and 
Chevalley [4]. The third is the language of Tarski's decision method for algebrai- 
cally closed fields containing field k by elimination of quantifiers. We have 
primarily stayed with the first two. The most accessible version of Kronecker [15] 
is still Van der Waerden [29]. The best version of Chevalley is Seidenberg [27]. 
Tarski's decision method can be found in any model theory book. 
2. Reduction to k,. 
If k, L are fields and IL :k --)- L is a monomorphism, we call L an extension 
field of k (using I'). In these circumstances if k, L are recursively presented, we 
call La recursively presented extension field of k if I' is a recursive function. We 
wish to study recursively presented extension fields of k in a particular way. To 
this end, we introduce kam, = k[xo, x,, ... 
], the recursively presented polynomial 
domain over k in an infinite recursive sequence of indeterminates xo, x1, ... 
constructed in the usual way as all explicit formal polynomials 
. Xý, 
with coefficients ab... 4 in k. Further, for n r= w, k will be defined as k[xo, " " ", x71 _, ]. 
We wish to regard each recursively presented field L as coming equipped with 
an effective enumeration without repetitions lo, 11..... (This will avoid number- 
ings. ) 
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Let L be a recursively presented extension field of k given by recursive 
monomorphism IL :k-L. Let IL_: k. --ý- L be the recursive epimorphism 
. IL(I a....;, xý... x<<) _ 
14 
This recursive epimorphism has as kernel a recursive maximal ideal ML in kam,. 
If M is any recursive maximal ideal in k.  then 
kJM can be construed naturally 
as a recursively presented field. We can regard it as a recursively presented 
extension field of k using the "inclusion map" ks kJM identifying each aek 
with a mod M. 
If I,: k --º L1, I2 :k --* L2 are monomorphisms, then a monomorphism I: Ll -p 
L2 is called a k-monomorphism if I°I, = 12. With kc k_/ML and I' :k --+ L as 
monomorphisms (making k,,, IML, L respectively extension fields of k), then 
I': k. -* L induces a recursive k-isomorphism F(IL): kjML --* L. These remarks 
reduce the study of recursively presented extension fields of k to the study of 
recursive maximal ideals in kam,. 
Lemma 2.1. Let k be recursively presented. A recursively enumerable maximal 
ideal M in kam, is recursive. 
Proof. xOM H(3y)(xy -1 E M). 
3. Ineffectiveness in universal domains 
Let k be a field. A universal domain over k (Weil [31]) is an algebraically 
closed extension field of k of countably infinite transcendence degree. Combining 
Frölich and Shepherdson [9, p. 416] with Rabin [22, p. 354] we see that every 
recursively presented k has at least one recursively presented universal domain 
over k, with a recursive transcendence base. It turns out that there are many other 
kinds of recursively presented universal domains over k, and that is what we 
explore here. 
Theorem 3.1. Let k be a recursively presented field. Then there is a recursively 
presented universal domain over k such that it contains no infinite recursively 
enumerable (algebraically) independent set over k. 
Proof. We construct a maximal ideal M in kw such that k, JM is the desired 
universal domain over k. The salient requirements are below. 
P: No infinite r. e. independent set over k exists in k,,, /M. 
R: M is a recursive maximal ideal in kam,. 
A: kJM is algebraically closed. 
N: There is a sequence ao, al, ... in 
kam, which is algebraically independent over k 
(mod M). 
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We shall construct at stage sa finite explicit subset Ts of ku,. Then U, Ts will 
generate M. 
Let ao, a 1, ... 
be an effective enumeration of k.. 
Meeting R. Divide R up into requirements Re. 
Re : Either ae E M, or for some i, ax; -1 E M. 
If we make sure M is a proper ideal, then satisfying Re assures that M is 
maximal. This is because for a proper ideal I in a commutative ring R with unit to 
be maximal, it is necessary and sufficient that for all xeR, either xEI or there is a 
yER with xy -1 EL Then M is r. e. (being generated by U3 Ts) and maximal, so 
recursive (Lemma 2.1). 
Let fo(u), fl(u).... be an effective list of all polynomials in k {u]. 
Meeting A. We satisfy A by satisfying all A. 
Ae : There is an i such that fe (x; ) E M. 
We need some ring-theoretic language. Let R be a commutative ring with unit 
containing field k. Let I be a proper ideal of R, let a0, al, ... be a 
finite or infinite 
sequence of elements of R. We say that ao, a,,... are independent mod I if there 
exists a proper prime ideal P2I such that ao, a,,. .. mod P are 
(algebraically) 
independent over k (regarded as elements, say, of the quotient field of RIP. ) 
Meeting N. We let I° be the ideal in kW generated by T° U"""U Ts-1. At each 
stage s we keep track of an infinite independent sequence aö, a;, .... We 
visualize the sequence as housed in a tower of windows (see Fig. 1). Then a; is the 
content of window j at stage s. At stage 0 we put aö= xo, a' = xl, .... We 
describe how the contents of the windows change from stage s to stage s+1 of the 
construction. Informally, starting at the bottom of the tower and working upward, 
we remove from the tower the content of any window which has become 
dependent on the contents of lower windows mod I'+'. Formally a"' = a;, where 
i is least such that a; is independent mod P". Then ae+1= a; where i is least 
such that ao+', , ae+', a; 
is independent mod IS+1 Note two things. First Is+l is 
finitely generated. Second, if i is largest such that x; occurs in TO U"""U Ts (the 
basis for Is+'), then no window above the ith has its content entirely removed 
from the tower since these are x;, j>i and are wholly uninvolved in T° U""U Ts. 
Consequently, the removals are limited to windows below the i+ 1st. 
s 
ae 
s ap 
Fig. 1. 
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In the discussion as framed above, there is no hint of effectiveness; for the 
definition of marker movement appears to depend on the checking of indepen- 
dence by means of an unspecified prime ideal containing P3 . We now show that 
this can in fact be effectively checked. For this we need 
Lemma 3.2 (Kronecker). Let F be a recursively presented field, let 
F[xo, 
... , x-, 
] = F be a polynomial domain over F. Then there is a uniform 
effective procedure which, applied to a finite explicit subset B of F[x...... xi_1], 
determines in a finite number of steps whether or not B generates a proper ideal in 
F[xo, 9 xn_1]" 
This is in Kronecker [15], Van der Waerden [29, v. 2, p. 1], Hermann [11], 
Seidenberg [24,26]. 
Lemma 3.3 (Standard algebra). Let ao, ... , ae E 
F[x0, 
... , x, _1] 
be an independent 
sequence over F. Let I be a proper ideal in F[xo, ... , xr_1]. 
Let S be the set of all 
non-zero polynomials in a0,. .., ae. 
Let F(a0,... 
, ae)[xo, ... , xn_1] 
be the quotient 
ring of F[xo, ... , x, _1] with respect 
to the multiplicatively closed set S excluding 0 
(i. e., allow polynomials in a0, ... , ae as 
denominators). Let le be the extension of I 
to F(ao,... , ae)[xo, ... , x,, _, 
]. Then a0, ... ae are 
independent mod I if and only if 
je is a proper ideal in F(aa,... , ae)[xo,... , xn_, 
]. 
From these two results we obtain the needed effectiveness. 
Lemma 3.4. Let k be a recursively presented field, let a,,, ... , ae E 
k[x0, 
... , xi_1]. There is a uniform effective procedure which, applied to the presentation of k, 
a0,.. ., ae and a 
finite explicit subset B of k[xo,... , x_, 
] tells in a finite number of 
steps whether or not a0,. .., ae are independent mod I. (I is the ideal generated by 
B. ) 
Proof. The Jacobian of ao, ... , ae with respect to xo, ..., xn_1 can 
be computed. 
It is non-zero or 0 as a0,. .., ae are algebraically independent in k[xo, ... , x,, -, 
] 
or not. If not, then certainly they are not independent mod I. Now suppose 
a0,. .., ae are 
independent in k[xo, 
..., x_ 
j. Let uo, ..., ue 
be new indetermi- 
nates, independent of everything. The crucial observation is simply that since k is 
recursively presented, so is k(uo,... , ue). 
Let J be the ideal generated by 
uo - ao, u, -a,,... and by B in k(uo,..., ue) [xo,..., x_1] 
(k(uo,... 
, ue)[xo, ... , xn_1] mod 
J is another description of k(ao, ... , ae) [xo, 
..., x_, 
] mod Ie. ) By Lemma 3.2 the question whether ao, ... , ae are 
inde- 
pendent mod I reduces to Ie is proper in k(ao, ... , ae)[xo, ... , x-, 
] by the 
algebraic lemma, or to whether J is proper in k(uo, ... , ue)[xo, ... , x-, 
]. This is 
answered by Lemma 3.2 since k(uo, ..., ue) 
is recursively presented and uo 
ao, ..., ue - ae, 
B are explicitly provided. 
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We satisfy requirement N by satisfying for each e 
Ne: 11ma =Qe. 
S- 
Note that the satisfaction of No, ... , 
NQ means ao, ... , ae are 
independent 
mod M over k. So satisfying all NQ does satisfy N. 
Meeting P. Let wo, w1, ... 
be an effective enumeration of all r. e. algebraically 
independent subsets of kw. We satisfy P by satisfying for each e the requirement 
Pe. 
PP : If We is infinite independent mod M, then there is an x r= we which is 
dependent on ao E kJM. We shall arrange it so that ao = aö always-i. e., the 
contents of the 0th window never change. If Pe is satisfied for all e, then so is P 
for the following reason. Suppose that we were an infinite r. e. independent set 
mod M. Then the satisfaction of P. guarantees the existence of an xEW. depen- 
dent on ao. But me - {x} = we, for some e'. The satisfaction of P. guarantees the 
existence of ayE we- with y dependent on a0 mod M. But then {x, y} c we is 
dependent mod M, contrary to the hypothesis that we is independent mod M. 
The positive requirements Pe, Re, Ae do not conflict with one another, but we 
must ensure that they do not interfere with satisfying the negative requirements 
Ne. In particular we do not wish to satisfy Pe, Re, or AQ if this disturbs No, ... , Ne. 
So the appropriate priority ordering of requirements is No, Po, 
Ro, A0, N1, Pl, R1, A1.... To achieve this we will need the following techni- 
cal algebraic lemma. (Our original constructive proof was by elimination theory 
and provided directly the equation for the exceptional A's, but in a tedious and 
geometrically uninformative manner. We give a proof suggested by S. Lubkin, 
which can be made just as constructive if one uses the elimination theory of 
k-constructable sets in Seidenberg [24]. ) 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that I is a proper prime ideal in k = k[x,,,. x. -I] and 
suppose that ao, ... , a., x r= 
k are independent mod L Then for all but a finite set of 
AEk, there is a minimal prime P containing I U{a0+Ax} such that ao, ... , ae are 
independent mod P and codimension P= (codimension I) -1. 
Proof (Lubkin). Let S be the set of all polynomials in ao, ..., ae over 
k which are 
non-zero mod I. Use this multiplicative set not containing 0 to localize the 
problem, replacing k[ao,... , ae, x]c 
k[xo, 
... , xii_1]/I with 
k(ap,... 
, ae)[x]C 
k(ao, 
""", ae)[xo, """, x,, _1]/J where 
J is the prime ideal generated by I. This 
inclusion map of finitely generated integral domains (call them R, R2) yields a 
dual morphism from variety V2 (corresponding to R2) to variety Vl (correspond- 
ing to R1). By the theorem of Chevalley [4, p. 7-09] the image of V2 under the 
morphism is a constructable subset of Vl (V1 is just 1-dimensional space) 
containing a generic point. Since in 1-dimensional space constructable sets are 
either finite or cofinite, the complement of the image is a finite set. The 
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exceptional JA's are precisely those for which the hypersurf ace ao+ Xx =0 
has 
image disjoint from the image of V2. It follows that this collection of hypersur- 
faces, and hence the set of exceptional A's, is finite. 
Corollary 3.6. Let I be a proper ideal in k. Suppose ao, ... , a., xE 
k are indepen- 
dent mod I. Then for all but a finite number of AEk, ao, ... , a. are 
independent 
mod (I, as+ Ax). 
Proof. Let P2I be proper prime such that ao, ... , a,, x are 
independent mod P. 
For all but a finite exceptional set of AEk we have a0,..., a,,, x independent 
mod P' where P' contains P and ao+, kx, but P' Q (I, a0+ Ax), so a0, ... , a., x are 
independent mod (I, ao+Ax). 
Definition. We say that P. requires attention at stage s if s=3n>0 and 
(i) Pe has never previously received attention. 
(ii) For some xe we, the sequence a,... , ae, x 
is independent mod P. 
Construction, 
Stage 0. T° =(. 
Stage s=3n>0. If no Pe requires attention, T' _ (. Otherwise let e(s) be the 
least such that P. requires attention at stage s, let x(s) be the least x correspond- 
ing to e= e(s) in clause (ii) above, let A(s) be the least non-zero element of k (in 
an effective numbering) such that are independent mod (I', a' + 
A(s)x(s)) in k.. Define T' ={aö+, A(s)x(s)}. In this case record that Pe() received 
attention at stage s. 
Stage s= 3n + 1, n>0. Let e(s) =e be the least e such that Re has not 
previously received attention. Then either (case 1) aö, ..., a, is independent 
mod (I', a, ) or for the least i= i(s) such that x; does not occur in T°U """U T'-1 
or in (as, ... ,a',, as), we have as, ... , a' independent mod 
(I', (xexi - 1). If case 1 
holds, T' = If case 1 does not hold and case 2 holds, T' = Jae( )x; (3) -1}. 
(One of case 1, case 2 must hold for the following reason. Since as,. .., as are 
independent mod I', for some prime P, as, ..., ae are independent mod P and 
P2P. In the quotient field of kam, /P either a. =0 or a, #0 and a. has a reciprocal. 
These correspond to cases 1 and 2. ) Record that R<(3) has received attention at 
stage s. 
Stage s=3n+2. Let e(s) be the least e such that A. has not received attention 
previously. Let i(s) be the least i such that x; does not occur in T° U"""U T'-' or 
in {aö, ..., a', 
f, (u)j. Let T' =If, (x, )I. Record that A. (, ) received attention at 
stage s. (aö, ..., a-, are 
independent mod (I', f, (x, )) simply because if PI is a 
prime with at, ... , ae 
independent mod P, in the algebraic closure of the quotient 
field of k,,, /P, f, (u) has a zero and aö, ..., a' , are 
independent. ) 
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Note that the construction is effective by Lemma 3.4, since all we do is test 
independence of finite sequences mod finitely generated ideals. Of course Lemma 
3.5 shows that the A can be found. 
The construction ensures outright that R, Ae are satisfied at Stages 3n + 1, 
3n+2. The lemmas below show Ne and Pe are also satisfied. 
Lemma 3.7. lims_,,, ae = ae exists for all e. 
Proof. Each Rk, Ak, Pk, k<e, receives attention at most once. So there is a stage 
so so large that for all s >- so, no Rk, Aki Pk with k<e receives attention. Then for 
all s=so, ae =a°=ae. 
Lemma 3.8. If Pe receives attention, then Pe is satisfied. 
Proof. Suppose P. receives attention at stage s. We get x(s)e&)', and 
ap+A (s)x(s) E P+' with A(s) * 0. Since ao = ao, I'+' c M, w' s We, we get x(S) E We, 
ao+ A (s)x (s) =0 mod M, A(s)O. So X(s) E we is dependent on ao, and P. is 
satisfied. 
Lemma 3.9. Pe is satisfied. 
Proof. Let so be so large that for s, so, ao = ae, .. ", ae = a', and no 
Pk, Rk, Ak, k; e receive attention at stage s. Suppose Pe is not satisfied. By the 
lemma above P. never receives attention. So clause (i) in the definition of Pe 
requires attention is always satisfied. Since Pe is not satisfied we know W, is 
infinite independent mod M. Since ao, ..., ae 
is finite, there is an xE me such that 
ao, ..., ae, x are 
independent mod M. Let sl : so be so large that xeo. Then P. 
receives attention at stage s1, a contradiction. 
We remark that our original (1975) proof for Theorem 3.1 held only when k 
had a splitting algorithm and used the entire apparatus of the Henzelt- 
Noether-Hermann theory of [10,11], recently updated by Seidenberg [26]. Here 
one actually kept track of specific prime ideals in k[xo,... , xj for increasing n, 
and took their union to get M. We believe that this variation will still be useful to 
develop the theory of fields which indeed possess splitting algorithms (but lack 
other effective attributes). 
4. Recursive embeddings 
Classically for a given base field k there exists a universal domain over k such 
that every countable extension of k is k-isomorphic to one of its subfields. If k is 
recursively presented, an obvious analogue would be a recursively presented 
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universal domain G over k such that whenever F is a recursively presented 
extension of k, then F is recursively k-isomorphic to a subfield of G. We show 
that no such G exists for any recursively presented k. 
Definition. Let F, G be recursively presented field extensions of a recursively 
presented field k. We write F -k G if there is a recursive k-monomorphism from 
F into G. 
Theorem 4.1. Let W1, W2, ... 
be a recursive sequence of recursively presented 
extensions of k, each of which has infinite transcendence degree over k. Then there is 
a recursively presented universal domain W over k such that for all i, 
Pl :Wk Wi, (1) 
P2 : Wi $k W (2) 
In addition an index for a presentation of W can be computed from an index 
for the recursive sequence of presentations W,, W2, ... . 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Modify the proof of Theorem 3.1 by replacing require- 
ment P by requirements P', P2 above. Modify the construction only at stages 
3 n, n>0. Regard kw, all W as recursive subsets of w. Let cpo, 'Pi'... be an 
effective list of all partial recursive functions. Regard these as candidates for 
recursive k-monomorphisms on W to W or W to W. Let (e, i) be an effective 
pairing function on wxw to w. 
We satisfy P1 and PZ by satisfying for each e and i. 
Pi (, j): Suppose cpe is defined on k. and maps kam, into W. If cpe : k. -+ W is a 
k-homomorphism, then the kernel of q, is not M. 
P2 (,, j): Suppose cpe is defined on W. Then cpe : W, --* k. does not induce a 
k-monomorphism on W to k, JM. 
Definition. P(e requires attention at stage s if s= 6n, n>0, and (i), (ii), (iii) hold. 
(i) cpe(aö) is defined, cp, (ao)E W,, cpe(an) 0 in W. 
(ii) There is an xE kam, such that cpe(x) is defined and a., ... , a( 
'e,; >, x are 
independent mod F, and (p, ' (x) E W. 
(iii) P<e, j> has not previously received attention. 
Definition. P( ',, j) requires attention at stage s if s= 6n + 3, n>0 and (i), (ii) below 
hold. 
(i) There are y,, y2 in W, such that cpe(y, ) = z,. cpe(y2) = z2, y, *0 in W;, and 
as, .. ", a<e. i>, z,, z2 are 
independent mod P. 
(ii) P< e, 1> has not previously received attention. 
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Construction 
,, j) 
requires attention, let T' = 0. Otherwise let Stage s= 6n, n>0. If no P<, 
(e(s), i(s)) be the least pair (e, i) such that P<ýe.; > requires attention. Let x(s) be the 
least x for that (e, i) satisfying clause (ii) of the definition of requiring attention. 
Compute aA (s) = A, non-zero, in k such that 
Ssx are independent mod Is, a+ Ax s 0 <e 
(b) qýs(aö) 4 -A (x(s)) in W. 
How do we compute such a A? Since aö, ... , a-(ecs),; c$», x(s) are 
independent 
mod Is, Corollary 3.6 shows that all but a finite number of A satisfy (a). Since 
cpe(aö) #0 in W, at most one A satisfies (b). 
Generate two A's satisfying (a), let A(s) be the first of these satisfying (b) as 
well. Put TS ={aö+, A(s)x(s)}. Record that (e(s), i(s)) received attention at stage s. 
Stage s= 6n + 3. If no P<',,; ) requires attention at stage s, TS = 0. Otherwise let 
(e(s), i(s)) be the least pair (e, i) such that P( 'e"; ) requires attention at stage s. Let 
(yl(s), y2(s)) be the least pair (y,, y2) such that yl, y2 satisfy clause (i) in the 
definition of P<¢, 1) requires attention when (e, i) _ (e(s), i(s)). Let zI(s) = q. (yI(s)), 
z2(s) = cpe(y2(s)). Compute a non-zero AEk such that 
(a) aä, ... , 
is independent mod (Is, zl(s)+Az2(s)). 
(b) yl(s)+Ay2(s) ý0 in W. 
Lemma 3.5 applied to the sequence z,, a',,. .. z2 shows that all but a 
finite number of A's satisfy (a). Since y1(s) 00 in W; by choice, (b) is unsatisfied by 
at most one A. So generate two A's satisfying (a) and let Ja(s) be the first of these 
satisfying (b) as well. 
Let Ts ={zl(s)+Jt(s)z2(s)}, record that P(e(s),; (s» received attention at stage s. 
Lemma 4.2. aö = ao for all s. lims a; = a; exists for all i. 
Lemma 4.3. If P(1ej) receives attention, then P('e,; ) is satisfied. 
Proof. Suppose (e, i) receives attention at stage s, so (e, i)=(e(s), i(s)). Then 
ppe(3)(aö), c ()(x(s)) are defined and cpe(3)(aö)+A(s)c ()(x(s)) *0 in W, while 
aö+A(s)x(s)EIs+'. Now aö=ao, IS+'cM so ge(ao)+X(s)cpe(x(s))=0 in W;, and 
ao+ A(s)x(s) E M. If q, were a k-homomorphism with kernel M we would get 
O=pe(a0)+A(s)q, (x(s)) in W1, 
a direct contradiction. 
Lemma 4.4. P,,,; > is satisfied. 
Proof. Let so be so large that for all s= so, ao = aö, """, a<,; > = a<e, j), and no Pk, Pk, Ak, Rk with k -- (e, i) receives attention at stage s. Since P<'e,, ) is not satisfied, it 
never receives attention (previous lemma). Since P( 'e. j) is not satisfied, cpe : kW --> W 
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is a k-homomorphism with kernel M. Since ao 0M and M is the kernel, certainly 
cpe(ao) r0 in W. Now ao, a,,... is an infinite independent set mod M, while 
a0,..., a(e,; ) is a finite set. So there is an xek. such that ao, a,,. .., a( ), X 
is 
independent mod M. Let s, % so be chosen so that cpet(ao), q -(x) are defined and 
in W1. Then P(,,; ) receives attention, a contradiction. 
Lemma 4.5. If Pý 
, i> receives attention, 
then Pýe,; ) is satisfied. 
Proof. Suppose P(e, i) receives attention at stage s, so (e(s), i(s))=(e, i). Then 
y, (s), y2(s) E W;, yl 0 in Wi, and cpe(y, ) = z1, cpe(y2) = z2 are defined, and 
y1(s)+A(s)y2(s)00 in W, z, (s)+A(s)z2(s)EI'+'. Since Is+' M, the latter says 
ýPe(Yi(S))+A(S)Pe(Y2(s))_ 0 in kjM. 
If cpe were a k-homomorphism, we would have cpe(y, (s)+A(s)y2(s))=0 in kJM 
with yl(s)+A(s)y2(s) *0 in W by construction. So cp,, would not induce a 
k -monomorphism. 
Lemma 4.6. P(e, jý is satisfied. 
Proof. Choose so so large that for all s, so, aö = ao, ..., a<<. +> = a(.., > and no Pk, 
Pk, Ak, Rk with k <(e, i) receives attention at stage s. Supposing P<..; > is not 
satisfied, by Lemma 4.5 Pýe, i> never receives attention. Further cp e: W, -+ kam, 
induces a k-monomorphism on W to k,,, /M Since W has infinite transcendence 
degree k and cpe is a k-monomorphism, cpe (W) has infinite transcendence degree 
over k in k, JM. So there are z,, z2 in cpe(W; ) such that a0,. .., a(e,; ), z,, z2 are 
independent mod M. Here z, = cpe(y1), Z2 = cpe(Y2). Now yl 7L 0 in W since cpe a 
k-monomorphism and zl independent implies in fact y. l is independent in W;. 
Choose s,: -: - so so large that there are yl, Y2 in W; 1 with cpei (y, ) = z1, cpe'(y2) = z2. 
P( Then 
,; ) requires and receives attention. 
The hypothesis in Theorem 4.1 that all Wi be infinite dimensional over k cannot 
be weakened. If k is of characteristic 0 and W; is finite dimensional over k (i. e. a 
finite algebraic extension of a finite transcendental extension of k), then W is 
necessarily recursively isomorphic to a subfield of any recursively presented 
universal domain W over k. 
Theorem 4.7. Let k be a recursively presented field. Let W1, W2, ... be any 
recursive sequence of recursive presentations of extensions of k. Then there is a 
recursively presented universal domain W over k such that for all i, W $k Wi. 
Moreover, an index of W can be computed from an index for the sequence. 
Proof. Repeat the proof of Theorem 4.1, omitting all reference to P(e. o. 
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Corollary 4.8. Let k be a recursively presented field. There is no effective list {W; } of 
recursive presentations of extensions of k such that every recursively presented field 
which is an extension of k is recursively k-isomorphic to some W. 
Since we can list effectively presentations of all r. e. subfields of an extension of 
k, we get 
Corollary 4.9. Let k be a recursively presented field. There is no recursively 
presented extension F of k such that every recursively presented extension G of k is 
recursively k-isomorphic to a subfield of F. 
Thus there is no "effectively universal" extension of any recursively presented 
field. Similar results hold for infinite dimensional fields over k, or for universal 
domains over k, etc. 
Theorem 4.10. Let k be a recursively presented field. Then there exists a recursively 
presented universal domain over k such that no proper subset is a recursively 
presented universal domain ovr k. 
This strengthens Theorem 4.1. Note that under the 'k introduced earlier these 
are the minimal elements among the recursively presented universal domains over 
k. 
Proof. Modify the proof of Theorem 4.1, but only at stages 3 n, n>0, in the 
following way. Let (e, m) be alrecursive pairing function on wxw to w. Let WQ be 
the eth r. e. subset of k. Replace requirement Pe by 
P(,,, ): If we is infinite dimensional mod M, then x,, is dependent on we mod M. 
Definition. P(e, m) requires attention at stage s if s=3n, n>0 and 
(i) P(e, m) 
has not previously received attention. 
(ii) At least one of the following conditions (ii(a)), (ii(b)) holds for an xE wP. 
(ii(a)) a(),.. ", a(e, m), xm, x 
is independent mod P. 
(ii(b(1))) as, ..., aye x, is dependent mod P. 
(ii(b(2))) If i is larger than any j with x; occuring in BU {aö, ... , a(e, m), x, x, 
}, 
then the ideal generated by P and xmx, -1 in 
k(a 
,... ,a m)+ 
x)[x0, 
... + 
xi-1] 
is proper. 
(We note that (non-constructively) (ii(b)) assures there is a prime ideal P? IS 
such that x, is dependent on a». .., a<'e. , ) mod 
P and x,  
0 mod P and 
at,. "", a(e. m), x 
is independent mod P. ) 
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Construction 
Stage 3 n, n>0. If no P(e, m) requires attention, then 
Ts = 0. Otherwise let 
(e(s), m(s)) be the least pair (e, m) requiring attention. Let x(s) be the least xE we 
satisfying (ii) for (e(s), m(s)) = (e, m). Let A(s) 0 be the least A (in a numbering 
of k) such that as, ... is an independent sequence mod 
(I, x,  +Ax(s)). 
Let TS ={x, +A(s)x(s)}. 
We say received attention at stage s. 
The search for A is successful for the following reason. In both Cases (ii(a)) and 
Case (ii(b)) there is a prime ideal 12 P such that at, ... , a<e(s>, m(s» 
is independent 
mod I and x,,, is non-zero mod I and x is independent of a,. .., a('e(s), m(s)) mod L 
Restrict everything to k; as defined in (ii(b)) and apply the following strengthened 
form of Lemma 3.5. 
Lemma 4.11. Let I be a prime ideal in k,,. Suppose a0,..., a, are independent 
mod I, y is non-zero mod I, and x is independent of a,,, ..., a y mod 
T. Then for 
all but a finite number of A, there is a minimal prime ideal P containing I, y+ Ax, 
such that Os,..., a, are independent mod P. 
Proof. This time let S consist of all polynomials in a0, ..., a y which are 
non-zero mod I. (This includes all non-zero polynomials in ao, ... , a, since this 
sequence is independent mod I. ) Localize with respect to S by forming the 
quotient ring, get 
%C Rp,. .., a, Y)[JGlC 
k Clp,. . ., a, Y)[X0... .7 Xn-1 
ýI] e 
where le is the extension of I. All other details are the same; the hypothesis 
y00 mod I ensures the hypersurfaces Ax +y=0 are distinct. 
Lemma 4.12. If P(e, m> receives attention, then P(e, , > is satisfied. 
Proof. If at stage s P(e,, ) receives attention, we get x (s) E w,, x (s) + , k(s)x,,, (s) E 
Is+', A(s) in k. This gives x(s)+, k(s)xm(s)=OmodM, or x(s) is dependent on 
x(s), hence on me, mod M. 
Lemma 4.13. P(e, m) is satisfied for every e, m. 
Proof. Let so be such that for all s, s., a' = ao, ..., a( = a<,.,,, >, and for no 
(e', m')<(e, m) does P(e,,,,, ) receive attention at stage s. Suppose P(e, m) 
is un- 
satisfied. By the lemma above it never receives attention. By definition We mod M 
is infinite dimensional, x,,, mod M is independent of We mod M. Since we mod M is 
infinite dimensional and {a0,. .., a(e m), x, 
} is finite, there is an xEw with x 
independent of a(..... a(e m), x, mod 
M. There are now two cases. 
We divide into cases (a) and (b) as x,  
is independent of a(,, ..., 
a(e 
m> mod 
A4, 
or not. In Case (b) x independent of a0,. .., 
a(e, m) and x independent of 
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a0,... , a<e,,, >, x,,, are the same requirement. 
In Case (b) also xm independent of 
we mod M yields obviously xm 0 mod M. So we get either 
Case (a): xc we, ao, ... , a<e. . ý, x x are 
independent mod M or 
Case (b): x (=-coe, xm*0 mod M, a0,. .., 
a<e. 
m), x,,, dependent mod M, 
a0,..., a<e mý, x 
independent mod M. 
In Case (a) there is a stage sl -- so when xE weg. Then (i), (ii(a)) are met in the 
definition of P<e j) requiring attention, so 
P(e,, 
) receives attention. 
In Case (b), 
there is a stage sl -- so when xE use' and ao, ... , a<,,,, >, x,  are 
dependent mod IS,, 
so (i), (ii(b)) are met and again P<e,, > receives attention. 
5. Ineffectiveness in Galois theory 
Krull [16] assigned to every infinite Galois extension K of ka Galois group of 
cardinality at least c. We produce here recursively presented K, k with k9K such 
that of the c k-automorphisms of K, only the identity is recursive. We need two 
preliminary definitions, one recursion-theoretic, one algebraic. 
Definition. Suppose LcK are recursively presented fields. By the canonical 
degree of K over L we mean the Turing degree of the following problem. Given 
a, b1, ..., 
b in K, determine whether or not a is algebraically dependent on 
b1,. .., b over 
L. If it is, compute an irreducible equation satisfied by a over 
L(b,, ..., 
b). In case K is an algebraic extension of L, this is the same as the 
degree of the function which assigns to a, b,, ..., 
b the degree of L(a, b1, ... , b,, 
) 
over L(bl, ... , 
ba). In this case, effective in the canonical degree of K over Lwe 
can determine whether or not L(b...... b) = L(b1, ... , 
bk). If the canonical 
degree of K over L is 0, we can crudely feel justified in treating the finite 
extensions of L within K as finite objects. 
Definition. Let K be a Galois extension of L. We say that K has the automorph- 
ism avoidance property over L if [K: L] _ and whenever LskgK and [K: k] _ 
80, and cp is a k-automorphism of K other than the identity, then for any k' with 
kc k' K and [k': k]<X0, there is an xeK such that cp(x) x and k(x), k' are 
linearly disjoint over k. 
Exercise. Let K= Qn = 0,1,2, ... 
). Let L=Q. Then K has the automorph- 
ism avoidance property over L and canonical degree 0 over L. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that K is an infinite Galois extension of L with the 
automorphism avoidance property. Suppose that K, L are recursively presented and 
the canonical degree of K over L is 0. Then there is a recursively presented 
k, LcksK, such that [K: k] = Ko and the only recursive k-automorphism of K is 
the identity. 
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Proof. The construction will specify at each stage s an explicit finite set B' g K, 
with B°c-B' c_ ""-. Let k' = L(B'). The construction will guarantee k= Us ks 
has the desired property. Identify K with w. Let cp°, q,... , be an effective list of 
all partial recursive functions from w to w. (These are then the candidates for 
recursive automorphisms of K. ) The eth positive requirement is 
Pe : If cpe is an automorphism of K and is not the identity, then for some xek, 
cp(x) # X. 
The eth negative requirement is 
Ne: [K: k]-e. 
Envisage a tower of windows which at stage s are occupied by elements 
a,, a; = content of jth window at stage s (like in Fig. 1), where all a; are from K. 
The construction will ensure that at any stage s, and ' for any j, we have 
a; 0 ks(a .... aj_1) 
(or equivalently, k'(a'o, ... , aj_1) 
k'(aö, 
... , a; 
)). We 
begin with aö, a',,. .., A recursive sequence of elements of K such that for all j, 
a° 0 L(aö,... , a° 1) and 
K= L(aä, a?,.. . 
). (The existence of such a sequence is 
guaranteed by the canonical degree of K over L being 0. ) To satisfy the 
requirement Ne we simply ensure lim,, ae = ae exists for all e. We describe now 
how the contents of windows changes from stage s to stage s+1. We will have 
k'+' a finite extension of V. Since the chain k' c k' (aö) g k' (a'O, a) c""" has 
union K, there will be a first m where k'+' c k'(aö, ... , a; ). Since the canonical degree of K over L is 0, this can be computed. It follows that for j. in, 
ks"(ao, 
... , a, 
) = k'(a(s ..... a; 
). 
Informally, we remove from the tower those aii±1 such that an+l E 
ks(a', 
... , a;, 
), (where in fact n- m), letting the remaining contents fall to fill 
windows. Formally aö+' = ak where k is least such that a kO ks+' ; for n>0, 
aö+' = ak where k is least such that a' ks(a"',, a+'). This completes the 
description of the movement of window contents. 
To satisfy Pe we try to put an x into k with cpe(x) x, providing that this does 
not adversely affect No,..., NQ- -i. e., providing we do not have to remove the 
contents of any of the first e windows. The automorphism avoidance property will 
ensure this. 
Definition. We say that Pe requires attention at stage s if 
(i) Pe has not previously received attention. 
(ii) There is an x r= Ks (the part of K enumerated by stage s) such that cp: (x) is 
defined, q (x) x, and ks(x), ks(aä, ... , ae_1) are linearly disjoint extensions of k s. 
Construction 
Stage 0. B° = 0. 
Stage s. If no Pe requires attention, then Bs+' = B'. Otherwise let e(s) be the 
least e such that Pe(s) requires attention. Let x(s) be the least x for that e(s) in the 
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definition of Pe(s) requires attention. Let Bs+1= BS U{x(s)}. We say Pe(s) received 
attention at stage s. 
Lemma 5.2. Each P, receives attention at most once. If P. receives attention, then 
Pe is satisfied. 
Proof. Clause (i) in the definition of requiring attention ensures the first. For the 
second, if Pe receives attention at stage s, e(s) = e, then x(s) E ks+' and 9 '( x) is 
defined and cpe(x) * x. Since k'+1 c k, we get xEk, cpe(x) x. 
Lemma 5.3. Suppose Pe receives attention at stage s. Then for i <e, a; +' = a; 
Proof. Remember ks+' = ks(x), cpe(x) is defined and *x, ks(x) and 
ks(aö,... , ae_1) are 
linearly disjoint over ks. We are required to show that 
a! 0ks (x, a', ... , a! -, 
) for all i; e -1. A sufficient condition for this is that for all 
i--e-1, 
[k8(aö, ..., a; 
): k'(aö,... , a7-1)]= 
[k(x, ao,... , ai): 
ks(x, aö,... , ai-, 
)] 
This is implied by 
[ks(x, aý, ... , ae-, 
): ks] = [ks(ao, ... , a, -, 
): ks][ks(x) : k' I. 
The latter holds because ks(x) and ks(aö,... , ae_, 
) are linearly disjoint over V. 
Lemma 5.4. lims_.,, a= ae exists. 
Proof. Let so be a stage such that for s so, no Pet, e1 <e ever receives attention. 
Then by Lemma 5.2, ae0 = ae for all s= so, so ae = ae. 
Lemma 5.5. Pe is satisfied. 
Proof. Go to a stage so such that for s; so, 
(i) ap = Qp, ... , Qse-1 - Qe-1, 
(ii) No P,,, e' <e requires attention at stage s. 
Suppose Pe is not satisfied. By Lemma 5.3 Pe never receives attention, so (i) in 
the definition of Pe requires attention is always satisfied. Since Pe is not satisfied, 
it must be that q,, is an automorphism of K which is not the identity but which is 
the identity on k. By Lemma 5.4, [K: k] = Ko (since a, 0ka, -, 
)), so the 
automorphism avoidance property gives an xeK such that q (x) x and k (x), 
k(ao, ... , ae_, 
) are linearly disjoint over k. Let sl l sp be a stage when xE Ks, 
cpe(x) is defined. Since k' k and k(x), k(ao, ... , ae_, 
) are linearly disjoint, we 
get k(x) and k3(ao,... , ae_, 
) linearly disjoint. Thus Pe requires atention at stage 
s, and receives it, a contradiction. 
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It has been known since Krull's work on the Galois groups that, abstractly, 
these are precisely the profinite groups. It is easy, using methods from the 1930's, 
to exhibit recursively presented fields K, L with LcK, canonical degree of K 
over L equal to 0 and such that the Galois group G of K over L is the free 
profinite group on Ido generators. Krull's theory then identifies the closed normal 
subgroups HcG such that G/H is the Galois group of an r. e. normal extension k, 
LckcK. Such G/H can be effectively obtained provided certain effectiveness 
conditions on the subgroup H are met. Nerode asked P. LaRoche to show that if 
K=Q= the algebraic numbers, then a recursive subfield LcQ can be obtained 
with the free profinite group on No generators as the Galois group of Q over L. 
(Since L is a recursive subset of its closure it follows that the canonical degree of 
K=Q over L is 0. ) He also asked him to characterize effectively the groups G/H 
as topological groups and as topological spaces. These projects were successfully 
carried out in a 1978 Cornell dissertation using the notion of co-r. e. presentations 
of profinite groups and of Cantor sets. Subsequently R. Smith (Penn State 
dissertation), has carried out an extensive investigation of the abelian profinite 
groups in effective presentation. Further information is contained (under the 
Pontryagin duality) in the Cornell dissertation of C. Lin (1977) under Nerode, 
which studied the effective content of Ulm's theorem. 
6. Ineffectiveness of uniqueness of algebraic closure 
Let k be a recursively presnted (r. p. ) field and consider the problem of factoring 
polynomials in k[v] into irreducible factors. The reducible polynomials in k[v] are 
recursively enumerable; simply enumerate all proper factorizations. 
Definition. The splitting degree of k is the Turing degree of the set of all reducible 
polynomials in k[v]. 
The splitting degree is in fact the degree of the problem of factoring polyno- 
mials in k[v] into irreducible factors. 
Lemma 6.1. The splitting degree of k is the degree of the set of all polynomials in 
k[v] with at least one root in k. It is also the degree of the function which attaches to 
each polynomial in k[v] the number of roots it possesses in k. 
Proof. Frölich and Shepherdson [8, pp. 413-416] prove the first assertion. For 
the second assertion observe that if rek is a root of f (v) E k[v], then g(v) 
f (v)/(v - r) can be tested for a root in k. 
Rabin [22, p. 354] was the first to show that every recursively presented field k 
has at least one recursively presented algebraic closure D. The following propos- 
ition relates this to the splitting degree of k. 
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Lemma 6.2. Let k be r. p. and Dar. p. algebraic closure of k. The degree of k as a 
subset of D is equal to the splitting degree of k. 
Proof. Suppose that a splitting algorithm for k is given. Given any cED compute 
first a cp(v)E k[v] with cp(c)=0 and then an irreducible such q(v) by factorization. 
Then CEk if and only if cp(v) is linear. Conversely, suppose that there is a 
uniform effective procedure such that given any cED it determines whether cEk 
or not. It suffices, by Lemma 6.1 to have a procedure which determines for any 
q(v) E k[v] how many roots it has in k. But since D is an algebraic closure, q(v) 
can be effectively written as a product of linear factors, the distinct roots of cp in D 
can be enumerated and the number of those which are in k computed. 
The following result on inheritance of splitting algorithms is needed. 
Lemma 6.3. Let k, k' be r. p. fields such that k is a recursive subset of W. Then the 
splitting degree of k is less than or equal to the splitting degree of k'. 
Proof. Suppose that a splitting algorithm for k' is given. Then we can compute the 
number of roots q(v) has in V. We can enumerate them and compute the number 
of roots of q (v) in k. It follows by Lemma 6.1 that k has a splitting algorithm. 
Lemma 6.4. If k' is obtained from k by a finite sequence of transcendental and 
separable algebraic simple extensions, then the splitting degree of k equals the 
splitting degree of V. 
Proof. Consider k' = k(a). Each yE k' can be effectively expressed as y= 
a; a ` for some nEw and a; E k. Then yEk if and only if for all i>0, a, = 0. It 
follows that k is a recursive subset of k' and hence that the splitting degree of k is 
less than or equal to the splitting degree of V. To get the inequality in the 
opposite direction Kronecker [15] and Van der Waerden [29, I, pp. 134-137] 
show that a splitting algorithm for k yields one for V. Frölich and Shepherdson [8, 
p. 430] show that separability is necessary. 
Corollary 6.5. Let C, D be r. p. algebraic closures of a r. p. field k. Then C and D 
differ by a k-isomorphism which is recursive in the splitting degree of k. 
Proof. The result is proved by effectivizing the classical uniqueness proof (back 
and forth argument) using Lemma 6.4. 
Since the splitting degree of a recursively presented k is an r. e. degree, it is 
recursive in 0'. It follows that any two r. p. algebraic closures C, D differ by a k-isomorphism which is recursive in 0'. 
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Let k be a field, D an extension of k and k' a finite extension of k within D. 
We consider subsets of the affine n-dimensional space D("ý. 
Definition. (i) A subset Ac D(") is an algebraic set over k' if A is the set 
of all n-tuples (do, ... , d,, -1) E 
D(") satisfying 
f 
1(d0..... 
dn_1) = O,... 
' 
fm (d0, 
... , 
d, 
1) =0 
where f...... f,,, are polynomials in n variables over V. 
(ii) The elements of the Boolean algebra of subsets of D" generated by all 
algebraic sets over k' are called constructable in DI"' (over k'). 
The main elementary theorem on constructable sets (Mumford [20]), the 
projection theorem shows that the projection of a constructable set over k' is a 
constructable set over k'. This is the main tool used in what follows, but we need 
it in a fully effective form which is really due to Kronecker [15]. To obtain it we 
must employ effective descriptions of constructable sets. (See Seidenberg [25] for 
details. ) 
Definition. Let v be an n-tuple of variables. A description is a Boolean combin- 
ation i(i(v) of equations f (v) =0 with fe W[V]. The constructable set {d e D(") di(d) 
holds} is said to be described by ifi. 
Lemma 6.6. Suppose that k' is recursively presented. There are uniform effective 
procedures which do the following: 
(i) determine whether two descriptions describe the same constructable set. 
(ii) compute descriptions of unions, intersections and complements of construct- 
able sets from descriptions of the individual sets. 
(iii) compute a description of a projection from a description of the set projected. 
Crudely speaking, we can say that properties (i), (ii), (iii) justify the handling of 
constructable sets as if they were finite objects. We need a fourth such effective- 
ness property which is crucial to the argument that follows. 
Lemma 6.7. Suppose ii is a description of a constructable set D1 over k', and that 
D, is the set of all solutions in D of an irreducible equation G(v) =0 over V. Then 
such an G can be effectively computed from fir. 
Proof. Suppose i(i is equivalent to a disjunction of conjunctions (f1= 0) n"" 
(fk = 0) A (gl 0) n"""A (g, * 0). For each such conjunction suppose that all those 
f; 's and gg's which are identically constant have been eliminated and let f=9, c-d. 
(f,, 
... , 
fk), g =1. c. m. (g1, ... , gi). Then each conjunction reduces to one of the 
forms (f = 0) A (g 0): Let f* = fl g. c. d. (f, g), g* = g/g. c. d. (f, g). Then (f*, g*) =1 
and (f = 0) n (g 3&0) is equivalent to f* = 0. Thus 41 reduces to the form 
(f *l = 0) v"""v (fl* = 0) or, equivalently, to F=0 where F=f*"f2.... " P. Now 
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let F be the derivative of F, h=g. c. d. (F, F) and G= F/ h. Then G (v) =0 is the 
irreducible equation wanted. The effectiveness of all the preceding computations 
is ensured by the effectiveness of the Euclidean algorithm. 
Theorem 6.8. Let k be a recursively presented field without a splitting algorithm, 
and Da recursively presented algebraic closure of k. Then there exists a recursively 
presented algebraic closure C of k which is not recursively k-isomorphic to D. 
We prove this theorem using approximations. We will impose a field structure 
on an r. e. set C by simultaneously constructing approximations to an isomorphism 
from C to D and to the algebraic relations which hold in D which are then 
transferred permanently to C by means of the approximate isomorphisms. 
Definition. A triple J_ (a, I, ((i(v)) is an approximation if 
(i) a is a vector (al, ... , a) of distinct elements of 
C. 
(ii) I is a one-to-one finite function with domain {al, ... , a} and range a 
subset of D. 
(iii) v is an n-tuple of distinct variables and (i(v) a description of a constructi- 
ble set A(s) c D("). 
(iv) Ia =(1(a1),... , I(a)) E A(. 9); i. e. ((i(I(a)) is true in D. 
When J is used in the course of the construction, the intention is that ((i(a) will 
be declared true in C once and for all even though all or part of I may be 
abandoned later. 
At each stage s of the priority construction we begin with an approximation 
Js = (as, P, tJrs(v)) with the intention that I= lim, _,,, 
IS will be the final isomorph- 
ism. We think of the positive and negative eth requirements Pe and Ne as follows: 
(We identify C, D with w as usual. ) 
Pe : Je :C -* D is not a k-isomorphism (JO, J1, ... 
is a list of all partial recursive 
functions from C to D). 
Ne : lim, _.,, 
I'(x) exists for all xEC with x <e and lims_,,, (Is)-1(y) exists for all 
yED with y<e. 
We will employ markers {be Iee co} to mark subsets of the domain of P at each 
stage s. The intention is that when I$ is restricted to the subset marked by be at 
stage s (denoted by be(s)) it witnesses that Pe is satisfied and therefore that Je is 
not a k-isomorphism. By marking the subset be(s) we wish to protect it from 
being altered at later stages due to trying to meet requirements Pe, with e' > e. We 
carry out this protection together with satisfying the negative requirements as 
follows. Denote the domain of Is by SIS and its range by pis and let 
e-1 
ae={xESIP I x<e}U{yEpls I y<e}U U bi(s). 
i=o 
Denote by ae a vector whose coordinates are precisely the distinct elements of ae. 
If a marker b; does not mark anything at stage s we consider b; (s) = (. The 
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construction ensures that ae is not altered at a subsequent stage due to trying to 
satisfy a requirement Pe, with e'> e. It ensures further that C=U; =o 
SIs, D= 
U s=o pP and that for all s SP c SI3+' and pIs c pI ' In addition, implicit in the 
construction is the satisfaction of the requirement that C be recursively presented. 
This is accomplished as follows. We adjoin C to k as indeterminates to get 
k[C]: For each statement c (d1, ... , 
dk) true of D we will have 
cp((I')-1(d1), ... , 
(I)-'(dk)) declared true of C at some stage s. Let M be the 
ideal in k[C] generated by all (I)-'(dk)) such that cp(dl,... , dk) is an equation f (d,, ... , dk) =0 with coefficients in D. The construction ensures 
that M is a maximal recursive ideal and k[c]/M =C is recursively presented. 
Let b be the set of coordinates of vector b for any vector b. 
We establish some notation which is used in the bookkeeping required in the 
priority argument. Consider the approximation 05 = (a3, Is, Ji'(v9)) used at stage 
s. We need to examine individual a in SP - ae. For this purpose write as = 
(ae, a, a*) where a* has a* = a3 - ae-{a} and may be vacuous. Similarly we write 
vs = (ve, v, vt). Now we introduce definitions which apply to approximations 
Y= (a', I', qi'(v')) such that I'(ae, a) is defined and equals I' (a,,, a). Write a' as 
(as,, a, a*) and v' as (ve, v, v*). Then we define (if k is the cardinality of SI') 
(Y) _ {(de, d, d*) E D°c) I '(de, d, d*) true in D}. 
B (. 0') =the set obtained by projecting A (Y) into (ve, v)-space. Note that A (Y), 
B (Y) omit reference to e, a,, s, and a, which will be fixed in the context of use. 
Definition. We say that 1' has more information (about Pa over k(Pae) than 
does J if 
(1) for all deD, (Isae, d) E B(Y) implies (Pae, d) E B(s). 
(2) There is a d, eD such that (Isae, d1) eB(. 0) -B (Y). 
Now let Je be the approximation to the eth partial recursive function on C to 
D, a finite function. Let .0 be an approximation as above, .O= (a, I, i/i(v)). 
Definition. We say that J, (ae, a) is distinguishable from P(ae, a) using .o if J, ', a',, Ra are defined and (P a',, Je a) 0 B(. I). 
Definition. Let cp be a basic statement true in D(i. e. the result of substituting a 
vector d of constants from D for v in a description ý(v) such that d satisfies di(d) 
in D). Then the standard approximation J' =. %(q) incorporating cp into ,0 is defined as follows. Let D1= {d E D- pI Id occurs in q, } _ {dl, ... , 
dk}. Extend I to 
I1 so that pI' = D, UpI, so that Pc; = d, i =1, ... , k, where c, = least in C- gI 
c2 = least in C-(SI U {cl}), ... , Ck = least in C-(8I U 
{cl, 
... , ck_, 
}). Let a' extend a 
with a' exhausting SV. Write cp as c (v'), where v' extends v corresponding to a, 
Put 0'= J(ýp) = (a1, Il, g1(v)A (v')). 
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Definition. Pe is vulnerable to J at stage s if be does not mark anything at stage s 
and for some ae SI- ae for which J,, (as, a) is defined, one of (i), (ii) below holds. 
(i) JQ(a., a) is distinguishable using P. 
(ii) (i) does not hold and 9 has more information than does . 0s. 
Construction. Let J0, J1, ... 
be an effective list of partial recursive maps from C 
to D and 'Po, cp,,... an effective list of all basic statements true in D. 
Stage 0: Let , SG° incorporate cp0 into the empty approximation. 
Stage s. Let . Sa, incorporate cps into . 9s = (as, IS, tps(vs)). If there is no e such 
that P. is vulnerable to , 01i let 95+' _ Js Otherwise let e, be the least e such that 
Pe is vulnerable to 01. We define . 132 and . 03 for two cases. 
Case 1. There is a least a (call it a(s)) such that Jel(ae, a(s)) is distinguishable 
using P. Then let , 03 =02 =. 01 and designate (e,, a(s)) = (e1, a3) for all , 03. 
Case 2. There is a least a (call it a(s)) satisfying condition (ii) of vulnerability 
for e=e,. Compute ad such that (IS(ae,, d)) E B(J3) and (Is(as, ), 1, d) E B(. Sal) if 
and only if (Js, (ae), Je, (a(s))) 0 B(. 01). (We note that in case (J,, (ae), 
Js, (a(s))) O B(. O, ), d= I'(a(s)) will do. Otherwise use any d with (IS(ae, ), d) E 
B(J)-B(. 01). Since (IS(ae), d)EB(P) in all cases we can compute (using the 
definition of B(. YY)) a d* such that (I'(ae), d, d*)E A(, 0s). Let J, = 
(al, I', tp'(v')) and define a2 = as = (aej, a(s), a*) 
IZ(a2) = (Is (a, ', ), d, d4), 
`NZ(vs) = 4ps(vs), 
(v2 = Us), 
and 
-02= 
(a2, I2,1p2(v2)). 
Let . 03 incorporate tJ 
1(I1(a')) into J2 and designate (e3, d3) = (e,, d) for , 03. 
Now having determined J and designated (e3, d3) for either case we proceed as 
follows: If no e< e3 is vulnerable using . 03, then let . 0s+' =F and say Pe3 received 
attention at stage s. Remove those markers bi such that IS+1, IS disagree on at 
least one element of b, (s). Let be; (s) = a' U {a3} c gls+1. Otherwise let e4 < e3 be 
the least e vulnerable to . 03. Obtain . 05 and a designated (e5, a5) from . 0s and J3 
just as . 03 was obtained from . 0s and 
P. If no e6<e5 is vulnerable to J5 stop, let 
9s+' =05 etc. Otherwise continue this procedure which is guaranteed to stop after 
a finite number of steps with . 02r+1 and designated (e2+,, a2+, ). Put , 05+' _ 
. 02n+1. Remove those b; such that there exists an x c= bi(s) with Is+l(x) * Is(x). Let 
bezn+i(S) =(a: U la2n+1J C 5Is+1 
We say Peer  
has received attention at stage s. 
We now prove a series of lemmas which verify that all positive and negative 
requirements are met by the construction. 
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Lemma 6.9. For any e there is a stage se such that if be(s) is undefined it remains so 
for all s, se and otherwise b, (s) = b. (s,, ) for all s, se. 
Proof. Suppose that it is a stage large enough that bo(t), b, (t),... , 
be_1(t) have 
reached their final values (some of them may be undefined forever). If either be(t) 
is defined or be (t) is undefined and be (s) remains undefined for all s; t, then se =t 
will do. If be (t) is undefined but b, (t') is defined for some t'> t, then -se = t' works. 
The reason is that once a marker be is used to mark a subset b, (s) at some stage s 
then it can be removed at a later stage s' only when some other subset be. (s') is 
marked by a marker be, with e' <e which did not mark anything at stage s' -1. 
Lemma 6.10. For every dED there is a stage sd such that for s -- s,,, (I')-(d) is 
defined and (IS)-'(d) = (ISa)-'(d). 
Proof. For every d ED there is a 9, such that d occurs in cps,. Since cps, is 
incorporated into Is-`, d is in pPo+'. Since s -- s' implies pP E- pIs', dE pP for 
s> so+ 1. Let sd= s0+ 1 be a stage such that for s, sd, no marker b0, ... , bi (1 =d+ 1) is newly laid down or removed-i. e., bo(ss), ... , 
bi(ss) are final values. 
Then for s -- sd, (Isd)-1(d) is defined and equals (Id)-(d). 
Lemma 6.11. For every cEC, there is a stage ss such that for s -- sc, P (c) is defined 
and NO = I'<(c). 
Proof. Let c=e-1. Let so be so large that, e times, a cps has been incorporated 
containing ad not in pls, s< so. The definition of incorporation assures cE 8PII. 
Let sc, so be such that for all s%s,, no marker b0,... , 
be is ever removed or laid 
down at stage s. 
Lemma 6.12.1 maps C 1-1 onto D. 
Proof. SI = C, pI =D from the lemma above. For the same reason any finite 
subset of I is contained in one I5, hence is 1-1. 
Lemma 6.13.1-1 is a k-isomorphism on D to C. 
Proof. I-' is a limit of "partial isomorphisms" P. We must describe the structure 
C more precisely. Regard D as k[D]/MD with MD a recursive maximal ideal (see 
Section 2). For each polynomial f (d,, ... , 
dk) E MD, fE k[v,, ... , vkl, we can 
compute an s= s(f) such that cps is exactly f (d,, ... , 
dk) = 0. Then I5+' incorpo- 
rates cps, so f((IsU'+1)-'(d, ), , 
(Iýcr'+`)-'(dk)) is defined and can be com- 
puted. Let MC be the ideal in k[C] generated by these 
f ((Iss'+')-'(d, ), 
, 
(IS(, )+')-'(dk)) Then our C is k[C]/Mc. It must be verified 
by induction on s that in k[C]/MM every iys(a') for 9` _ (as, I', is true in 
C, s=0,1, ... , from which everything follows. We omit this induction, which is 
not very informative. 
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Lemma 6.14. J. is not a k-isomorphism from C to D. 
Proof. Let so be a stage so large that for s= so, 
(i) no be- for e'-- e is ever placed or removed at stage s, 
(ii) Is (a5, ) = I(ae) for all s, so, 
(iii) Je(ae) = Je(ae) is defined for all s --so. 
If be is a marker at stage so, it will never be removed and the definition of be (so) 
shows Je is not an isomorphism. So we may assume be is not used as a marker at 
any stage s >- so. This assumption will be used to show that there is a uniform 
effective procedure which, applied to any aEC-a,, yields the ireducible equation 
satisfied by Je(a) over k(Je(ae)). This means (since D k(Jeae) and D is an 
algebraic closure which by assumption is the image of C under Je) that k(Je(ac)) 
has a splitting algorithm, but k(Je(ae)) is a finite extension of k, so k has a 
splitting algorithm too (Lemma 6.4), contrary to hypothesis. 
Given aEC- ae, compute a stage s, ; so such that IN(a), Je'(a), are defined. 
(We note explicitly that it may be that IP'(a) I(a), but this does not matter. ) Let 
DS1 be the constructable set 
Ds1 _ Id EDI (I(ae), d) E B(11)j" 
The main point is the following: 
Lemma 6.15. Ds, is exactly the set of roots of the irreducible equation I(a) satisfies 
over k(I(ae)). 
Once this lemma is established, by Lemma 6.7 we can compute from D., the 
actual irreducible equation I(a) satisfies over k(I(ae)). Since I, Je are isomorph- 
isms, this yields the irreducible equation satisfied by J. ja) over k(Je(ae)). 
Proof of Lemma 6.15. It must be that (Je(ae), Je(a)) is indistinguishable from 
(I'(ae), I'(a)) for s- sl. Otherwise, Pe would require attention and since no 
Pe, e'< e receives attention, Pe will receive attention. For the same reason 
{d I (I(ae), d)EB(. i)}={d j (I(ae), d)EB(J3)} 
for all s: -: -s,. It follows that for all s> s1, D8 =D,,. But 90,91,... was a list of all 
basic true statements in D, one of which is the irreducible equation over k that 
(I(ae), 1(a)) satisfies. So for large enough s, D., is the set of roots of the 
irreducible equation satisfied by I(a) over k(I(ae)). But by the above, D. = Ds,. 
The theorem is proved. 
7. Ineffectiveness in formally real fields 
Artin and Schreier [1] used their theory of real closure to prove that every 
formally real field has at least one ordering (compatible with the field operations). 
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The construction of such an ordering from the rational operations is not effective. 
We wish to examine the set X(F) of all orderings of a recursively presented field 
F. Here an ordering is identified with its set P of positive elements, characterized 
as aPcF such that 
(i) P+PcP, 
(ii) P-PsP, 
(iii) Pfl-P=(, 
(iv) PU -P =F- {0}. 
The standard topology on X(F) is obtained by regarding X(F) as a subset of 9 (F) 
(the class of all subsets of F), where the basic neighborhoods in 9 (F) are obtained 
by choosing a pair of disjoint finite sets A, B and putting UA. B = {FE- FI F'2 A, 
F' nB= 0}. Since F is recursively presented, the domain of F may be taken to be 
a recursive set. 
Theorem 7.1. The class X(F) of orderings of a recursively presented field F is a II° 
class in 9 (F). 
Proof. Remember that a II; class is a class of subsets of w such that the 
characteristic functions of these subsets form a II°, class in Cantor space 2N. It 
may here be alternately but equivalently defined as a subset Cc o(F) such that 
9 (F) -C is a recursively enumerable union of basic open sets U,,, ý 
i=1,2, 
... . 
But 9 (F) -X(F) is the union of all 
U{x. 
y}. {x+y}, 
U{x. 
y}, {x"y}+ 
U{x. 
-x}. ýý 
Uff, {x. -x}ý 
U{0}, 4, 
as x, y vary over F, x varies over F-{0}. Since F is recursively presented, this is 
indeed an r. e. union of basic open sets. 
Many corollaries follow from this simple observation. We remind the reader 
that if a singleton in Y(w) is H?, then it is recursive. It follows that an isolated 
point of a II? class is recursive. It also follows that a countable II? set which is 
infinite has an infinity of recursive points. A II°, class with no recursive points has 
no isolated points, is perfect, closed, has cardinality c. 
Corollary 7.2. Let F be a recursively presented formally real field, 
(i) If F has only a finite number of orderings, these are recursive [7, p. 351]. 
(ii) If F has a countably infinite set of orderings, infinitely many are recursive 
orderings. 
(iii) If F has no recursive orderings, then F has a continuum of orderings. 
Now Jockusch-Soare have proved numerous theorems about Il' sets. 
Corollary 7.3. Let F be a recursively presented formally real field. (By the degree of 
PcF we mean the degree of the set P when F is regarded as a recursive set. ) 
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(i) F has an ordering P with (degree P)'=0' (cf. [13, p. 36]). 
(ii) F has an ordering P with degree P an r. e. degree (cf. [12, p. 610]). 
(iii) Suppose F has no recursive ordering and a0, a,,. .. is any countable sequence 
of non-zero degrees. Then there is a set C of continuum many orderings P of F such 
that all P in C are mutually Turing incomparable and incomparable with all a, 
(cf. [13, p. 38]). 
(iv) Suppose F has no recursive ordering. Then the cone of degrees over the 
degrees of orderings is meager (cf. [13, p. 50]). 
We observe that these very general considerations apply with equal force to 
recursively presented rings and their space of prime or maximal ideals, or to 
ultrafilter spaces in recursively presented Boolean algebras, or to q-orderings of 
recursively presented fields, or to valuation rings in fields, or to nth level 
orderings of Becker, etc. 
We now give an existence theorem. It says all 17°, sets so arise, at least from the 
point of view of degrees. 
Theorem 7.3. Let C be a 11°, class of sets in t'(co), C non-empty. Then there exists 
a recursively presented formally reall field F and homeomorphism from C onto the 
order space X(F) which is Turing degree preserving (in fact many-one degree 
preserving). 
We will state the corollaries before proving the theorem. 
Corollary 7.4. There exists a recursively presented formally real field satisfying any 
one of the following conditions. 
(i) F has an infinity of orderings P, all Turing incomparable (cf. [13], p. 48]). 
(ii) F has no recursive ordering. F has at least one ordering of minimal degree 
(cf. [12, p. 6071). 
(iii) Let c be an r. e. degree. F can be chosen so that the orderings P of F with r. e. 
degrees have as degrees all r. e. degrees ;c (cf. [12, p. 613]). 
(iv) F has Ko recursive orderings, one non-recursive ordering. 
We now proceed to the preliminaries for the proof of Theorem 7.3. Let < be 
any dense linear order without endpoints of a set R. Let B be the atomless 
Boolean algebra of finite unions of left closed, right open intervals [a eRI bl 
a< b2] where b,, b2 are in R or are foo. Each non-zero element of B has a unique 
representation as a disjoint union of left closed right open intervals with no 
common endpoints. 
b= [x J bo_x<bjU[x 1 b2-- x<b3]U" " "U[x 1 b2n-x<b2+1] 
where -oo bo < b, <"""< b2n+1- +00. 
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If < is a recursive ordering of recursive set R, then B is recursively presented as a 
Boolean algebra. This means its domain is recursive, its operations of u, fl, ', _ 
are all recursive. 
Lemma 7.5. Let B be a recursively presented atomless Boolean algebra. Then there 
is a recursive free basis go, g1, ... for B. 
Proof. Let bo, b1, ... 
be an effective list of B -{0,1}. Let go = bo. Suppose 
go, ... , g,, -1 
have already been defined. Compute the atoms a1,. .., a2" of the 
Boolean Subalgebra of B generated by go, ... , g_1. 
Let i be least with b; not in 
this subalgebra. Since b; = (a, n b; ) v"""v (a2' A b, ) it follows that for some j, 
a; n b; ý 0, a" - b; * 0. Let j1,. .., 
jk be all j, 1- j- 2" with this property. Define 
h;, = b; A ah, ..., 
hj,, =b; Aa,.,. Let jk+l, ... 
jr be the rest of the j, 1j 2". Since 
B is atomless and recursively presented, for each of these j t=k+1, ... , 
2", we 
can compute anL, in B with 0< hi, < a1. Put v= v `: 2" h j, ýyý Lh en -111, 
We apply these facts when R is a recursively presented real closed field with 
order <. We need to examine the orders of R(y), y an indeterminate over R. It 
is well-known that the orders of R(y) are in 1-1 correspondence with the lower 
cuts in R. (A lower cut in R is a subset C of R such that rER, CEC, r<c implies 
reC. ) The correspondence is that for each lower cut C there is exactly one 
ordering of R(y), call it _-, such that C= [r eRIr< y]. Now it is known that R(y) 
has the Cantor set as its order space (cf. Craven [5]). We need an effective 
description of the order space X(R(y)). We obtain this using the algebra B(R) 
associated with R. We let <p be the order on R(y) corresponding to PEX(R(y)). 
Each bE B(R) yields a corresponding bp E B(R(y)) where the latter is taken for a 
fixed ordering P of R (y). Namely if b0,. .., 
ben+1 ERU {-oo, +oo} with b== 
U; [xERjb, <x<b, +l], then bp=U; [xER(y)Ib, -px<pb, +, 
]. For bEB(R) 
define H(b) = [P E X(R (y)) jyE be]. We claim that b -- H(b) is a Boolean 
isomorphism from B(R) onto the Boolean algebra (X(R(y)))* of clopen sets of 
X(R(y)). We further claim that isomorphism is effective. This means that from 
the standard description b=U; [x ERIb; -- x<b; +1] of b in B(R) we can obtain a 
standard description of H(b) as H(b) = Uf,..... fk U"""U UU...... Z. with 
A, ---, 
fk, 
---, gi, " .., g. 
in R(y), and conversely. The next lemma proves this 
and somewhat more. 
Lemma 7.6. For each beB we can effectively find a polynomial f (y) in R[y] such 
that Hb = Uf(,, ). 
Proof. Case 1. bo, bz+1 finite. Let f (y) =- (y - bo)(y - b, ) """ (y - b2+, ). 
Case 2. bo = -0°, ben+1 finite. Let f (y) =- (y - bl)(y - b2) ... (y - bzn)" 
Case 3. bo finite, ben+1= 0°. Let f (y) = (y - bo) ... (y - b2n)" 
Case 4. bo = -°°, bzn+l= +cc. Let f (y) = -(y - bl) ... (y - b2n)" 
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Case 5. b empty. Use f (y) = -1. 
Case 6. b=R. Use f (y) =1. 
Lemma 7.7. For any polynomial f (y) E R[y] there is abeB that can be effectively 
found such that Hb = Uf(, ). 
Proof. Since R is real closed, f can be factored as a constant times linear times 
irreducible quadratic factors. Since R is recursively presented, this factorization 
may be found. Let g(y) be the product of linear factors of f(y) which do not occur 
in even multiplicity as factors of f (y), times t1 as the leading coefficient of f 
is positive or negative. Then Uf(,, ) = Ug(, ). Now g(y) = t(x - ao) """ (x - a), 
ao <"""< a. There are four cases. 
Case 1: n odd, sign positive. Then 
b= [xER1-co-x<ao]U[xER 1a, -x<a ]U ... 
U[xER1an-- x<+oo]. 
Case 2: n is odd, sign negative. Then 
b=[xERIao x<al]U[xERIa2sx<a3]U"" "U[xERIa1z_, Cx<a]. 
Case 3: n is even, sign positive. Then 
b=[xERIao-x<al]U[xERI a, --x<a3]U"""U[xcRIa, -x<co]. 
Case 4: n is even, sign negative. Then 
b=[xER I -o--x<ao]U[xER I a, -x<a2]U" " "U[XER Ia_l; x<a]. 
Lemma 7.8. Let 
U= Ug.... 
fk, U ... U 
Uf-.... g 
be any clopen set in X(R(y)), where fe R(y). Then we can effectively find ab with 
Hb=U. 
Proof. If fE R(y), f= g/h, Uf = Ugh. So we may assume fE R(y). By (ii) 
compute b; with Hb = f';, put b= (b; n"""n bk, ) U"""U (b; n"""n bam). 
Lemma 7.9. For U as in Lemma 7.8 we can compute an fe R[y] with U= Uf (sap 
property of R[y]). 
Proof. Combine Lemmas 7.6 and 7.8 and the fact that B is a Boolean algebra. 
By Lemma 7.5, B(R) as a recursively presented atomless Boolean algebra has a 
recursive free basis. This is effectively transferred by H to a recursive free basis 
Ug0, Ug,,... for the Boolean algebra (X(R(y)))* of clopen sets of the order space 
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X(R(y)). Here go, g,.... E R[y]. Now let I: 9(o) - X(R(y)) be the (effective) 
homeomorphism assigning to each Agw the ordering P= IA of R(y) such that 
for all n, neAH g E P. (Since g,,, g1, ... 
is a free basis for X(R(y)), this I is a 
homeomorphism. Lemmas 7.6-7.9 above show that from a description of a clopen 
set in Y(w), one can find a description of its image, and conversely; that is, the 
homeomorphism is effective. Using this homeomorphism, we now have, using 
Lemmas 7.6-7.9, that the image of a H, set in P(o) under I can be written as 
X(R(y))- U; 
=, Uf, with 
fo, fl,... a recursive sequence from R[y]. Now we apply 
the Craven argument [6] in an effective fashion. Since R is recursively presented 
and real closed, it has a splitting algorithm. The basic Kronecker algorithm [29,1, 
pp. 131-134] says R(y) has a splitting algorithm. Kronecker showed that if K is 
of characteristic 0 and has a splitting algorithm, then from an irreducible fE K[x] 
and splitting algorithm for K we can effectively obtain a splitting algorithm for the 
extension K[x]/(f) where x mod f is thus a root 0 of f (x) = 0. Thus justifies the 
computation below. Define FO = R(y) (Stage 0). Let (i, n) be a pairing function. 
At stage s+1 suppose F, already defined. Compute the least (i, n) such that n>0 
and either 
(i) n=1 and x2+ f, is irreducible over F or 
(ii) n>1 and 2" 'f has been defined at a previous stage and x2+Z" is 
irreducible over F,. In Case (i) adjoin a root 8, +1 of xz+f; to F, to get F, +,, and 
define 2, = 0, +1. In Case (ii) adjoin a root 0, +1 of x2-2"., to F. to get F, +, 
and define If done in the standard fashion we get 
F,, c F, F2, ... ,UF, = F, each F, +, - F, recursive. Also 1,9, +, is a base for F, +, 
over F,. (In fact F is a "canonical extension" of FO, using this chain of subfields, 
cf. [8, p. 422]. ) 
Set-theoretically F is R(y)(2" Ii =0,1 ,...; n =1,2, ... 
). 
Lemma 7.1. There is a total recursive y,: F, +, -' F, such that for all fEF, +, and all 
PE X(F, +, ) skch that 0, +, E P, we have f r= PHy, f E P. 
Proof. Each fEF, +, can be effectively written uniquely as fa + b0a, bEF. 
Define y, (f) by cases. 
Case 1: a=0, y, (f)=b. 
Case 2: b=0, -y, (f) =a. 
Case 3: a>O, b>O, %(f)= 1. 
Case 4: a<O, b<O, 'y, (f)=-1. 
Case 5: a>O, b<O or a<O, b>O, y, (f)=02, +1-a2/b2. 
Lemma 7.2. There is a total recursive y, : F, +, --* R(y) such that for all fEF, +,, all PEX (F.,,, ) such that 00, ... , 0,1 E P, we have fEP- "j f) E P. 
Proof. Y3(f) =y ('y (... (y3(f))... ). 
Lemma 7.3. There is a total recursive y: F -* R(y) such that for all fEF, all 
PEX(F), fEPHy(f)EP. 
Effective content of field theory 319 
Proof. Let yx =x for xE FO, yx = ysx for xE FS +, - F. Note that since is in 
F for all i and n>0, we have all 9S in each PE X(F), so Lemma 7.2 applies. 
Theorem 7.4. Let I: X(R(y)) --* X(F) be given by assigning to each PE X(R(y)) 
its unique extension IP in X(F). Then I is an effective homeomorphism. (More 
precisely, from the standard description of a clopen set in X(R(y)) we find a 
standard description of its image in X((F)), and conversely. 
Proof. The fact that I is a homeomorphism is straightforward (Craven [6]). A 
standard description of a clopen set in X(R(y)) is as aU= Uf;... jn, u"""U Uf;... tbk 
with f in R(y). This yields the same description when interpreted in F for I(U). 
For the converse, suppose 
U= Ur;... rýý U ... U Ur; js 
is given with f'; in F. Then U"""U is a corresponding description 
of I-'(U) in X(R(y)). 
Corollary 7.5. With I as above, for all PER(y), P and IP have the same 
many-one degree. 
Proof. Here P is a subset of R(y) regarded as (say) the integers and IP is a subset 
of F regarded as the integers. The reductions of course are: for xE R(y), 
xEPHxEIP; for xEF, xEIPHy(x)EP. 
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